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第一章 听力分项训练 

第一节 SHORT CONVERSATIONS 

一、动作判断题 
KEYS: BADDA  DADBC 

二、观点态度题 
KEYS: CCCCC  DADCA 

三、建议请求题 
KEYS: ADCAB  BCBAB 

四、习语词汇 
KEYS: CDCBC  BABCC 

五、综合推测(一) 
KEYS: BADBB  BACDB 

六、综合推测(二) 
KEYS: DABDC  BADBC 

七、条件关系题 (一) 
KEYS: DCAAB  ADDBA 

八、条件关系题(二) 
KEYS: CDBBA  BBAAB 

九、否定关系(一) 
KEYS: BBBBD  BCCBC 

十、否定态度题（二） 
KEYS: BDBCD  BBDBC 

十一、固定搭配和难词篇 
KEYS: CBCCA  DDBBB 

十二、主观推测(一) 
KEYS: CAADC  CDACB 

十三、主观推测题(二) 
KEYS: AACCA  DAABB 
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第二节 LONG CONVERSATIONS 

EXERCISE ONE  
KEYS: 9.A 10. C 11. D 12. B 13.D  14. A 15. B 
EXERCISE TWO 
KEYS: 9. B 10. D 11. C 12. A 13. B 14. C 15. A  
EXERCISE THREE  
KEYS: 9. A 10. B 11. A 12. B 13. A 14. D 15. D 
EXERCISE FOUR  
KEYS: 9. A 10. B 11. B 12. A 13. D 14.A  15.D  
EXERCISE FIVE 
KEYS: 9. B 10. C 11. A 12. C 13. A 14. C 15. D 

第三节 PASSAGES 

一、经济类 
KEYS: BAB DAC CDD ACDC BCD 

二、时事篇 
KEYS: CCBA ACB DCD DBBA ACA 

三、社会篇 
KEYS: BDCD CDAD ACD CDBCB BDC 

四、人物传记篇 
KEYS: DBB ABDC BAB DABC CBD 

五、科技篇 
KEYS: DCD CDC CDA ADD BDB 

第四节 COMPOUND DICTATION 

EXERCISE ONE 
KEYS: 26、luxurious 27、hazardous 28、region 29、struck 30、steadily 31、chaos  
 32、escape  33、available 

34、But the captain was too sleepy to understand, and the California just went on sailing away in another 
direction. 
35、When the Titanic finally went down, a dance band was still giving performance on the deck until the 
last few minutes. 
36、This shipwreck was one of the greatest sea disasters of all time, leaving almost two thirds of the crew 
and passengers drowned. 

EXERCISE TWO 
KEYS: 26、relationship 27、contrast 28、individual 29、derives 30、compound 31、focus 
 32、continent 33、distinguish 
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 34、the latter starts with human beings and studies how human beings and their environment act upon each other 
35、A geographer might be described as one who observes, records and explains the differences between places. 
36、However, just as there are no two identical snowflakes in the world, no place is exactly the same as another 
EXERCISE THREE 
KEYS: 26、acquisition 27、independent 28、tempting 29、forced 30、encouraged 31、opportunities 
 32、enthusiasm 33、desire 
 34、Parents vary greatly in their degree of strictness towards their children. 
 35、To forbid a thing one day and excuse it the next is to foundation for morality. 

36、Their children may grow confused, and emotionally insecure when they grow old enough to think for 
themselves, and realize they have been to some extent fooled 

EXERCISE FOUR  
KEYS: 26、external 27、identified  28、promotion 29、measurable 30、determine  
 31、landmarks 32、attitudes  33、encounter 

34、then we tend to take more chances and to be more open to unfamiliar experiences 
35、Do we think we’re slow to adapt to change or that we’re not smart enough to cope with a new 
challenge? 
36、If we don not confront and overcome these internal fears and doubts, if we protect ourselves too 
much, then we cease to grow. 

EXERCISE FIVE  
KEYS: 26、cleanliness 27、Proper 28、feeding 29、chip 30、schedule 31、quiet 
 32、force 33、circumstances 
 33、One important thing that many dog owners forget is exercise for their dog 

34、A regular walk at a fixed time of the day is enough to help a smaller dog live a healthier and happier 
life. 
35、But if you observe the three main points mentioned above, your dog will give you a great amount of 
pleasure. 

Model Test One 

KEYS: SECTION A: 1—8 BDADBCAD 9—15: DABCCBC 
 SECTION B 16、C 17、A 18、D 19、C 20、A 21、A 22、B  
  23、C 24、B 25、C 
 SECTION B 26、harmoniously 27、stretching  28、assimilated 29、hostility 30、optimism 

 31、intimacy  32、indigestible 33、contrasts 
 34、Wider access to more people will be a doubtful victory if human beings find they have 

 nothing to say to one another or annot stand to listen to each other 
 35、In the world of tomorrow we can expect to live – not merely vacation – in societies 

 which seek different values and abide by different codes. 
 36、If people currently show little tolerance or talent for encounters with alien cultures, how 

 can they learn to deal with constant and inescapable coexistence. 

Model Test Two 

KEYS: SECTION A 1—8 DCACDBDA 9—15 CBBDCAC 
 SECTION B 16、D 17、A 18、B 19、C 20、C 21、A 22、A  
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    23、B 24、B 25、C 
 SECTION C 26、classify 27、types 28、set 29、physician  30、fluids  

 31、Corresponding 32、existed  33、harmonious 
 34、If a person had too much blood, he was cheerful and optimism. 
 35、Too much black bile made a person depressed and pessimistic. 
 36、Other features of people, such as their faces and figures, have also been used to classify 

personality. 

Model Test Three 

KEYS: SECTION A 1—8 CCDCACBD 9—15 AABDCCD 
 SECTION B 16、D 17、A 18、D 19、A 20、D 21、B 22、C 
 24、A 25、C 26、D 
 SECTION C 26、consistent literate 27、pleasure 28、beyond 29、comics 
 30、desert 31、fortune 32、desire 
 34、A few children are able to keep this curiosity and their mental independence alive despite 
 the educational system of their country. 
 35、Thus, various circumstances are not favorable for the reading habit. 
 36、But it is precisely because of our present troubles that we should read. 

第二章 改错 

精讲练习 

Passage 1 
 改前 改后 

1. won’t wouldn’t 
2. either too 
3. discourages encourages 
4. are is 
5. make this possible make it possible 
6. impossible possible 
7. at same time at the same time 
8. grow up grow 
9. doesn’t don’t 
10. oneself ourselves 
 
Passage 2 

 改前 改后 
1. instead instead of 
2. such like such as 
3. Advances... has Advances... have 
4. by the hand by hand 
5. it them 
6. leads leads to 
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7. goes down goes up 
8. Nevertheless So/Therefore 
9. works work/job 
10. international national 
 
Passage 3 

 改前 改后 
1. nothing everything 
2. because although 
3. nineteen nineteenth 
4. that what 
5. aroused arose 
6. like as/being 
7. complicated simple 
8. consist consist of 
9. that which 
10. could not could 
 
Passage 4 

 改前 改后 
1. worth taking are worth taking 
2. its his 
3. a few few 
4. medicine medical 
5. dependant in dependant upon/on 
6. anything anything but/except
7. necessary unnecessary/useless
8. are preparing to are prepared/ready 
9. high highly 
10. remain... alone leave... alone 
 

跟踪练习 

Passage One 
S1. such→so 
S2. affect→effect/impact/influence 
S3. ancient→modern 
S4. frightened→frightening 
S5. could→should 
S6. 添加 to 
S7. unless→until 
S8. came→comes 
S9. 添加 out 
S10. at→/ 
Passage Two 
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S1. them→/ 
S2. occurs→occur 
S3. in→to 
S4. sad→sadness 
S5. unlike→unlikely 
S6. waken→wake 
S7. not→no 
S8. because→though 
S9. to→with 
S10. frequently→frequent 
Passage Three 
S1. statistics→statistic 
S2. treating 前添加 in 
S3. suggest→suggests 
S4. where→when 
S5. more→less 
S6. say 前添加 to 
S7. with→for 
S8. that→why 
S9. In→Among 
S10. the→a 
Passage Four 
S1. to→/ 
S2. that→what 
S3. like→as 
S4. indistinct→distinct 
S5. with→from 
S6. say→saying 
S7. funny→fun 
S8. user friend→user friendly 
S9. and→/ 
S10. acquiring→acquired 
Passage Five 
S1. with→without 
S2. of→/ 
S3. sold→selling 
S4. probable→probably 
S5. more→less 
S6. Because→Though 
S7. is→are 
S8. Headed→Heading 
S9. glories→glory 
S10. loyal→loyalty 
Passage Six 
S1. skillful→unskillful 
S2. death→deaths 
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S3. one→/ 
S4. first 前添加 at 
S5. giving→given 
S6. enrollment→enrolled 
S7. shared→share 
S8. with→for 
S9. Moreover→However 
S10. of by 

第三章 翻译 

一、虚拟语气 
（一）虚拟语气基本结构题： 
1、 hadn’t caught you when you fell 
2、 If you had bought the second-hand car 
3、 If the whole operation had not been planned before hand 
（二）由固定连词引导的虚拟语气题： 
1、 would approve the regulations and put them into effect as soon as possible 
2、 was done about the traffic problem downtown 
（三）wish 后面的虚拟语气题 
1、 were living in a different time and a different place. 
2、 had studied business instead of history when he was in university. 
(四) 用于 it is + adj. + that 从句中 
1、 the two countries reconcile their differences 
2、 not be started until all the preparations have been made 
3、 a special committee be set up to investigate the incident 
4、 The suggestion that mayor present the prize. 
(五) 用于 lest, in case, for fear that 后的从句，要求用 should + 动词原形的结构 
1、 for fear that he should overlook any important data 
2、 it should rain 

二、非谓语动词 
（一）现在分词 
1、 depriving the plains of North America of rainfall 
2、 being both wind-resistant and adapted to the same type of soil 
3、 us writing a report on our investigation of the case 
4、 Having read two novels by the famous writer during the summer vacation 
5、 each carrying a number of books under his arm 
（二）动名词 
1、 denied having been in the area on the night of the fire 
2、 hearing from you now and then telling me how everyone is getting along 
3、 having told a lie to the manage of the company 
4、 having given the opportunity to study abroad for two years 
5、 interacting with animals in an active way may lower a person’s blood pressure 
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（三）动词不定式 
1、 to inform you that the material you ordered are out of stock 
2、 can’t afford to be sick 
3、 I want nothing but to find the book as soon as possible 
4、 rewrite her paper many times before allowing her o present it to the committee 
5、 is supposed to have contacted with every member on the issue to be discussed tomorrow 

三、从句 
1、 what is called “equality” does not really mean equal rights for all people 
2、 As might be expected by everyone in the company 
3、 as is often the case in other countries 
4、 to which a price change will affect supply and demand 
5、 Now that you have been familiar with the author’s ideas 
6、 so long as he’s left to do it in his own way 
7、 provided that you give us all the necessary information 
8、 even if it means standing in a queue all night 
9、 Whatever / No matter what difficulties we may come across 
10、 unless it can be free from such continuous interference 
(五) 特殊结构 
1、 It is because she is inexperienced 
2、 Only under special circumstances are freshmen permitted 
3、 Had I taken your advice, all this accident have been avoided. 
4、 must have died at the very moment of the crash 
5、 or else I was on vacation with a friend 

跟踪练习 

Exercise One 
1. By taking exercise 
2. listening to music enables us to feel relaxed 
3. On no account can we 
4. fake and inferior commodities 
5. draw useful lessons from it 
Exercise Two 
1. which is easily concealed by habits 
2. cannot be overemphasized/cannot be emphasized too much 
3. playing video games not only takes much time but also does harm to health 
4. near-sightedness is a serious problem 
5. smile has done me a lot of good 
Exercise Three 
1. our hearty congratulations 
2. Taking everything into consideration 
3. With the passage of time 
4. adapt ourselves to  
5. increased 6 times 
Exercise Four 
1. Among various kinds of sports. 
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2. is attached to that famous university 
3. a quick mind 
4. a lot of social problems have arisen 
5. Whenever I thought of the polluted brook near my home 
Exercise Five 
1. Instead of going swimming 
2. the increase in demand resulted in/caused the rise in prices 
3. because he has a loose tongue 
4. we would have a better and brighter future 
5. but only those who are prepared adequately and qualified highly 
Exercise Six 
1. enjoy the bus ride like me 
2. make constant progress in intellectual education 
3. die of diseases linked to smoking 
4. No invention has received more praise and abuse 
5. that education is not complete with graduation 
Exercise Seven 
1. I would accept her invitation 
2. she ignored him 
3. without newspapers 
4. has exceeded one billion 
5. need as many 
Exercise Eight 
1. We have decided on an open policy in two respects 
2. It’s needless to say 
3. It was unexpected 
4. has always had the interests of the people at heart 
5. It was very reluctantly 
Exercise Nine 
1. With industries and business developing quickly 
2. broaden our horizon 
3. which has seriously polluted the environment 
4. hold an idea/insist on the idea/stick to the idea 
5. what had appeared by then 
Exercise Ten 
1. (that) the authorities concerned took proper steps to solve the traffic problems 
2. he substituted the injured player 
3. Despite the fact that the old couple leads a very plain life 
4. we should apply what we learned to the practical work 
5. I am compelled to give up doing sports 
Exercise Eleven 
1. for helping police persuade a woman not to commit suicide 
2. that our work is progressing satisfactorily 
3. This house needs modernizing 
4. When the plane is to take off 
5. that the plan should be carried out immediately 
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Exercise Twelve 
1. we hand in our research report(s) 
2. he was fired by the company 
3. arose from careless driving 
4. Hitler was armed to the teeth 
5. to find ways to improve the quality 
Exercise Thirteen 
1. not so much a scholar 
2. to make their own choices 
3. make up their minds 
4. to participate in social practice 
5. has implemented a series of reforms 
Exercise Fourteen 
1. He was not severely punished for his crime 
2. They wrote the notices in several languages 
3. if that loss was not keenly felt 
4. can succeed without hard effort 
5. as well as thorough knowledge of plant structure 
Exercise Fifteen 
1. to be in the face of the internal perplexities 
2. come to our evening party 
3. he is in good health/he’s healthy 
4. Sure/Certainly 
5. I found a few mistakes 
Exercise Sixteen 
1. To keep healthy 
2. He has some vague ideas about what to do  
3. we keep good hours and restrain smoking and drinking 
4. recommend me a good book on Physics 
5. neglect that everyone wants a friendly and peaceful society 
Exercise Seventeen 
1. it brings a promise 
2. achieve something or fulfill your ambitions 
3. always makes adequate preparations 
4. are reflected in facial expressions 
5. through facial expressions and by making noises 
Exercise Eighteen 
1. If machines really though as men do 
2. normally uses evaporation as a means of cooling 
3. spoken to them on equal terms 
4. to give you a make-up examination 
5. As the children become financially independent 
Exercise Nineteen 
1. another point between the people of our two countries 
2. were widely read in English-speaking countries 
3. and so does reform 
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4. about the present development of information industry 
5. serve the economic development 
Exercise Twenty 
1. the majority of people believe that education is a lifetime study 
2. that physical exercise contributes directly to a person’s physical fitness 
3. Any government that is blind to this point 
4. effective measures should be taken before things get worse 
5. In addition to/Besides the obvious problem-loneliness 

第四章 阅读 

第一节 阅读选择题型透析 

一、主旨大意题 
 D) 
 C) 
命题规律 2：特殊标点常考 
 D) 
 B) 
命题规律 3：语意转折处常考 
 A) 
命题规律 4：概括文章的标题 
 A) 
命题规律 5：推断文章的写作目的 
 C) 

精讲练习 

 ADCBC 

二、事实细节题 
命题规律 1：列举、并列处常考 
 C) 
 C) 
命题规律 2：特殊标点常考 
 B) 
 A) 
命题规律 3：专有名词常考 
 A) 
 D) 
命题规律 4：举例与比方常考 
 D). 
 D) 
命题规律 5：绝对性词汇、惟一词汇及最高级常考 
 A) 
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命题规律 6：指代处常考 
 D) 

精讲练习 

 DAABA 

三、推理判断题 
命题规律 1：围绕文章的主题句或主旨大意出题 
 D) 
命题规律 2：围绕文章若干段落出题 
 A) 
 A) 
命题规律 3：围绕文章或段落的开头、文章的结尾出题 
 C) 
命题规律 4：转折处、对比处常考 
 D) 
 C) 
命题规律 5：因果关系常考 
 A) 

精讲练习 

 BDACD 

四、词义推断题 
命题规律 1：代词常考 
 C) 
命题规律 2：转折处和对比处常考 
 D) 
 D) 
命题规律 3：超纲词汇常考 
 C) 
 A) 
命题规律 4：一词多义词常考 
 C) 
命题规律 5：复杂句常考 
 A) 
 C) 
命题规律 6：涉及主题的词常考 
 D) 

精讲练习 

 BBCCD 

五、观点态度题的 4 种命题规律 
命题规律 1：主旨观点处常考 
1、观点以句子形式概括 
 C) 
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2）观点以形容词或名词表达 
 C) 
命题规律 2：语意转折处常考 
 B) 
命题规律 3：文中提及的某个人或某个群体的态度常考 
 A) 

精讲练习 

 CDBDA 

六、跟踪练习 
KEY: 
P1 BADCB P2 DDCAB P3 CDADA P4 BACCB 
P5 CDBCA P6 BDBBD P7 ADCBA P8 ACDCA 
P9 BDBCA P10 CDABC P11 CDDBA P12 BADAC 
P13 ABADB P14 BACDC P15 ABCDD P16 CABCD 
P17 CCABD P18 ADACA P19 BCCBD P20 BBADB 
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第二节 阅读方法透析 

一、英文篇章的特点 
示例 1： 
 1. B) 2. C) 3. C） 4. B） 5. D) 
示例 2： 
 1. C） 2. A) 3. A) 4. B) 5. B) 

三、跟踪练习 
Key: 1~5. ACDDA 6~10. CDBAB 11~15. BADBA 16~20. DACCD 

第三节 阅读选择题型精讲 

一、精讲练习 

Exercise 1――篇章阅读 

 1. D 2. B 3. D 4. B 5. A  

Exercise 2――选项精解 

 1. C 2. A 3. C 4. D 5. B  

二、跟踪练习 
Key: 1~5. BACCD 6~10. CBADA 11~15. BCADB 16~20. DDACB 

第四节 阅读问答题训练 

二、精讲练习 

Passage 1 
KEY: 
1. past experiences/the solution we had last time 
2. tries different solutions until they fail /tries different methods until they fail 
3. making the problem more specific/determining the problem 
4. To show how to solve a problem by analyzing. 
5. To test the solution. 

Passage 2 
KEY: 
1. sitting still for too long a time/ television-dominated and computer-dominated lifestyles 
2. we are getting fatter younger/children are at greater risk 
3. high-energy foods and a drop in the energy we use/ high-energy foods and less energy we consume 
4. obesity/ overweight 
5. We should lead a healthy life/ Do not try unhealthy food. 
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三、跟踪练习 

Passage 1 
1. They can think fast but are stupid/They can calculate rapidly but are idiots. 
2. remarkable/a great development 
3. definition of the term “thought”/idea of thought in general 
4. Because they are usually beyond our control/they usually happen outside our control. 
5. think 

Passage 2 
1. remote areas/remote regions/ faraway regions/polar regions 
2. turn over 或 roll over 
3. Time and pressure. 
4. introduction of icebergs 
5. awe 

Passage 3 
1. more outstanding 
2. are fascinated by them/ enjoy them very much/ are keen on watching them 
3. the improvement of society and an individual’s quality of life 
4. middle-class Americans and young adults 
5. popular and pioneering 

第五节 快速阅读题型透析 

 一、判断题命题规律 
主旨题命题规律：概括大意 
Ｎ 
细节题命题规律１ 与数字有关的细节 
N 
细节题命题规律 2 与因果关系有关的细节 
heart disease。 
细节题命题规律 3 与目的（方式、条件）有关的细节 
lifelong education。 
细节题命题规律 4 与对比或类比有关的细节 
N 
细节题命题规律 5 与专有名词有关的细节 
Dwight D. Eisenhower。 

四、跟踪练习 

Passage 1 

KEY: 1. Y 2. N 3. Y 4. NG 5. gas/smoke, char and ash 
 6. new heat 7. incandescence 8. gravity 
 9. the nature of the molecules  10. the surrounding areas 

Passage 2 

KEY: 1. N 2. Y 3. N 4. NG 5. collaborates with Google search 
 6. free Google Sketch Up program 7. customization 8. awful and joyful 
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 9. detailed satellite imagery of the globe 10. the packaging 

Passage 3 

KEY: 1. N 2. Y 3. Y 4. NG 5. solid, liquid and gas 
 6. some type of complex molecule 
 7. workable diffusion distances 
 8. brain or nervous system 
 9. the characteristics of the planet 
 10. a high-gravity world 

Passage 4 

KEY: 1. N 2. N 3. NG 4. Y 5. the refrigeration cycle 
 6. Earth’s gravitational pull 7. a charge separation 
 8. a positive charge  9. the amount of charge build-up 10. the heat 

Passage 5 

KEY: 1. N 2. N 3. Y 4. NG 5. the play bow 
 6. fed or comforted 7. pet or comfort them 8. they’re six months old 
 9. self-defense 10. create an environment 

Passage 6 

KEY: 1. Y 2. N 3. NG 4. N 5. have a distribution network 
 6. several centralized distribution centers 7. the restaurants’ name and trademarks 
 8. guidelines for food safety 9. away from home 10. White Castle’s founders 
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六级强化训练试卷（一） 

1. N 2. Y 3. N 4. NG 
5. hold many “sunrise services” 
6. Lent ended on Easter Sunday 
7. The Cleveland Museum of Art 
8. fertility and new life 
9. curing/treating all sorts of diseases 
10. signed 
11~15. DBABC 16~20. ADDCC 21~25. BBACB 26~30. CBBCA 
31~35. DDDBC 
36. favorite  37. opportunities 38. rural  39. drawbacks 
40. available 41. regularly 42. surrounding 43. accustomed 
44. It may seem strange but we actually enjoy it. We pick up litter in parks, on sidewalks, practically anywhere. 
45. Picking up litter is only one of an endless supply of possible helping rituals 
46. Think of something that seems effortless yet helpful. It’s fun, personally rewarding, and sets a good example. 
47. development of one’s intelligence 
48. To show cultivating non-intelligence factors is neglected by many people./To show many people neglect 
cultivating non-intelligence factors. 
49. It may obstruct teenagers’ intelligence development 
50. Understanding teenage psychology 
51. attention to the importance of cultivation non-intelligence factors 
52~56. ADABD 57~61. DBAAB 
62. for-to 63. unfulfilling-unfulfilled 64. ticking-tick 65. have-/ 
66. obsession-obsessions 67. of-for/about/over/with 68. for ^ other-the 
69. would-could 70. completed-complete  71. like-unlike 
72. play an increasingly more important role in 
73. the doctors injected the newly approved drug into him 
74. that the material be heated to its burning temperature 
75. that lots of major species in the world are on the verge of extinction 
76. hearing from you now and then telling me how everyone is getting along 
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六级强化训练试卷（二） 

1. N 2. Y 3. N 4. NG 
5. director of national intelligence 6. National Clandestine Service 
7. science and engineering 8. diplomatic immunity 
9. the silver dollar hollow container 10. terrorism intelligence 
11~15. ACCDC 16~20. BBACA 21~25. DBDBC 26~30. ACCDC 
31~35. ACBDB 
36. tilt 37. devoted  38. bearded  39. inspiration 
40. boards 41. humorous 42. sarcastic 4 3. explicitly 
44. lack the body language or tone-of-voice cues that convey this information when we talk in person or on the 
phone 
45. I had no idea I was starting something that would soon pollute all the world’s communications channels 
46. caught on quickly and soon spread via the primitive computer networks of the day 
47. learning 
48. A childhood spent with fractious siblings and a bad marriage 
49. say anything  
50. dignity, pride, self-esteem, honor 
51. to lose a quarrel 
52~56. BABCA 57~61. ABDDA 
62. or-and 63. willing-unwilling 64. farther-further 65. except-exception 
66. 第二个 to -/ 67. lied-lay  68. consequence^ when-was 
69. whom-that 70. in-for  71. width-depth 
72. an almost irresistible impulse to talk to the crowd 
73. named after the hero who dedicated his life to the cause of the people 
74. but for the arrival of the police in the town 
75. in order that shi might/so as to discover exactly what the children wanted 
76. no means be deceived (taken in) by the thief’s disguise 
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六级强化训练试卷（三） 

1. Y 2. Y 3. NG 4. N 
5. the northern range 6. Heart Lake 7. geysers and fumaroles 
8. frightened by its thermal features  9. the collision of sections of the earth’s crust 
10. more violent 
11~15. DCBDD 16~20. BBBCA 21~25. DBBDA 
26~30. CABDC 31~35. ADACB 
36. intolerable 37. ceased  38. acute 39. essentials 
40. authorized 41. unrestricted 42. fairly 43. treaties 
44. Between 1778 and early 1782, American wartime commerce was at its prime time 
45. Even so, the flow of goods in and out of the colonies remained well below prewar levels 
46. British-occupied ports, such as New York, generated some import activity but little or nothing in the way of 
exports 
47~51. BAGOF 52~56. NJKCH 57~61. CCACB 62~66. DBBDC 
67. take-make 68. are-is 69. varying-vary 70. intelligent-intelligence 
71. less-more 72. on-in 73. And more-the 74. With-In 
75. results-result 76. and_/ 
77. a direct effect on the rising and falling of the price 
78. should have been placed at the top of the agenda 
79. except for a newly-built gas station or two in recent years 
80. only to see the plane flying away 
81. something was done to settle the traffic problems in the downtown 
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六级强化训练试卷（四） 

1. N 2. Y 3. NG 4. Y 
5. emulate women they admire 6. a society’s attitude towards them 
7. use obscenities 8. the First Amendment Rule 10. create a hostile environment 
11~15. BBCAB 16~20. ADCAB 21~25. DCBDA 
26~30. CDBCA 31~35. CBBAA 
36. chronically 37. census  38. related  39. Seasonal 
40. occurring 41. impact  42. influence 43. phase 
44. it’s in the hot weeks of summer when babies are prone to infection of the digestive system 
45. adults with birthdays in autumn outlived those born in spring by about four months 
46. Although nutrition at all times of the year has improved since then, the seasonal pattern persists 
47. A noble gas like xenon can form compounds. 
48. Characters are transmitted from parents./Heredity determines one’s behavior./Some behaviors can be passed 
from parents to children. 
49. outdated/out of date/not as popular as the new environmentalism 
50. Environment shapes personality and early years are the most important. 
51. tolerant/permissive 
52~56. ACCCD 57~61. DCABA 62~66. BADDC 
67~71. ABCCD 72~76. AABBC 77~81. DDAAB 
82. would approve it and put it into effect as soon as possible 
83. followed by a detailed report made on the spot 
84. it was such a coincidence when they met each other in Tokyo 
85. we will have stayed in Europe for two weeks 
86. spite of the gloomy economic forecast expected by experts. 
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